A hybrid method is presented for unsteady analysisof turbine engine propulsion systems. The method is a coupled analysis of the inlet-engine combination, incorporating multidimensional inviscid computational uid dynamics in the inlet with a one-dimensional dynamic turbomachinery model. The domain coupling technique consists of conservation averaging, which reconciles the dimensional inconsistency and characteristic wave propagation to provide time accuracy. The method is applied to an axisymmetric mixed compression inlet integrated with an eight-stage axial compressor at Mach 2.5 operating conditions. Analysis includes methodology veri cation, steadystate performance, and dynamic results for two different events. The results indicate that the method is capable of simulating large-amplitude dynamic behavior of coupled supersonic inlet-engine systems. 
Nomenclature

A
= cell face area a = speed of sound Et = total energy e = speci c energy F = force source term h t = total enthalpy J = Riemann invariant M = Mach number m = mass ow P, p = pressure PR = compressor stage pressure ratio P t = total pressure Q = heat source term R c = inlet cowl lip radius r = radial coordinate s = entropy T t = total temperature t = time u; u n = velocity component normal to cell face V = velocity v = volume W = work source term W c = corrected weight ow x = axial coordinate°= gas speci c heat ratió c = compressor stage ef ciency = wave speed ½ = density ¿ = time lag ! c = corrected rotor speed
Introduction
A
SSESSMENT of operability and dynamic response of aircraft turbine engines is an important aspect of their design and development. As ef ciency benchmarks increase, stability margins are necessarily reduced. The inlet and compressor components are of particular interest because they are susceptible to disturbances that result in serious disruption of their ow process. The initial response of one component as a result of a disturbance propagates throughoutthe system, possibly precipitatingadditionalresponsein the other component. 1¡4 Hammershock is a classic example, where the amplitude and duration of the response are a strong function of component interaction.
5¡8
Analytical methods can provide a cost-effectiveengineering tool for dynamic analysis at both the component and system levels. Component-level analysis of the turbine engine dynamics can be accomplished via one-dimensional nite volume models using actuator disk theory (in conjunctionwith a descriptionof stage performance characteristics). On the other hand, component-level analysis of the multidimensional inlet ow eld can be accomplished using computational uid dynamics (CFD). An engine face boundary condition for both analyses usually requires some heuristically prescribed temporal behavior. Fully coupled inlet-engine dynamic analyseshave only beenaccomplishedusing one-dimensional methods.
A rather obvious advancement to the state of the art is a fully coupled dynamic analysis method that uses multidimensional CFD for the inlet and a dynamic model for the engine as shown in Fig. 1 . The use of multidimensionalCFD in the inlet providesa capabilityto conductcoupled inlet-engineanalysis for con gurationsthat are not conducive to a one-dimensionalanalysis. Furthermore, the issue of the engine face boundary condition becomes inconsequential.Such a method requires the development of new techniques to couple the two analytical solutions together at the domain interface. The method must propagate waves through the interface accurately and accommodate the spatial discretization inconsistency between the different component analysis methods.
In the presentinvestigationa new interfacecouplingmethod is developed that provides for time-accurate wave propagation between the inlet and compressor domains and resolves the discretization inconsistency. Unsteady ow characteristics are analytically constructed in both domains. The intersection of these characteristics yields a time-accurate estimate of the ow eld at the interface. The characteristics-based procedure ensures that waves propagate in the proper direction. The interface discretization inconsistency is resolved with a conservative ow eld-averaging method, which represents the inlet domain interface ow eld as a one-dimensional fully mixed equivalent.
Methodology
The current analysis implements a nite volume formulation of the gas dynamic equations of motion. The gas is assumed to be inviscid, compressible, and calorically perfect. Sources terms are included to account for the turbomachinery in the engine domain. The generalizeddiscrete nite volume conservationlaws are applied to a polyhedron with N sides (referred to as a "cell"):
where E t D ½.e C V 2 =2/, j refers to the cell centroid, and i refers to polyhedron faces where uxes and pressure forces occur. W j , F j , and m j are the sourceterms. In the currentanalysisaxisymmetrywas assumed for the ow in the inlet domain, whereas one-dimensional ow was assumed for the engine domain. Additional assumptions and the speci c equations of motion for each domain are provided in the Appendix.
Stage Characteristics
The source terms for compressor stages are related to the stage pressure ratio and ef ciency, which are functions of the stage characteristics:
The steady-state stage characteristics are based on the earlier work of Sugiyama et al. 9 and have the general form shown in Fig. 2 . The steady-state stall is at point a. The shape of the pressure ratio and ef ciency curves in the unstalled region is speci c to the particular compressor being modeled. To the left of point a, the shape of the pressure ratio and ef ciency curves in the stalled region is described by three pointsb, c, and f . Point b correspondsto rotatingstall, point c is the minimum pressure ratio in the fully stalled region, and point f de nes the shape of the curve in the reverse ow region.
The stage operating point does not respond instantaneously to changes in local correctedweight ow or local correctedrotor speed because of storage of mass, momentum, and energy within the stage volume. To simulate this effect, the instantaneous stage operating condition is assumed to have a linear time-lag response. The form of the time-lag parameter is also shown in Fig. 2 . In the stall-free region ¿ is based on the local characteristic residence time of the stage. In the stalled regime ¿ is described by points a, b, c, and f and is assumed to be the same for all stages.
Turbomachines have high rotational inertia, which makes the timescale of the rotor dynamics much larger than the gas dynamics. Because the dynamic events being considered are of relatively short duration (20 to 40 ms), the change in physical rotor speed is neglected. However, changes in the local total temperature can result in substantial variation of local corrected rotor speed. The stage characteristics are scaled with corrected rotor speed by assuming that the stage-corrected weight ow varies linearly and the stage enthalpy rise varies with the square of the corrected rotor speed.
The diaphragm upstream of the turbine is typically choked in the type of engine considered in the current investigation. Therefore, the turbine stages and all owpath components downstream are gasdynamically isolated from the rest of the engine. That is, disturbance waves cannot propagate upstream of the turbine diaphragm. In the present model the turbine diaphragm is simulated by a choked convergent-divergent nozzle.
Numerical Scheme
Second-order spatial accuracy is accomplished by assuming a linear variation of the ow variables in each cell. The linear gradient is determined from a least-squares t of neighboring cells or the MUSCL scheme of Collela 10 in the inlet and engine domains, respectively.
Jump discontinuities occur at the cell faces, which are resolved with a Riemann solution. This ensures the proper direction of wave propagation and resolves large gradients without dispersive errors. Experience has shown the scheme to be very stable because of the nonlinear properties of the Riemann solution.
Time integration is accomplished by the explicit Runge-Kutta method of Williamson 11 with up to fourth-order accuracy. Figure 3 shows a typical inlet domain with the boundary conditions identi ed. At the supersonicin ow boundariesthe cell face values are set to the xed freestream conditions.At supersonic external . 7 Inlet geometric details. 1 out ow boundariesa nonre ective characteristic-basedcondition is applied. At solid wall boundaries ow tangency is enforced by a re ection condition, and time-accurate bleed boundary conditions are applied at the porous regions. The ow rate through the bleed boundaries changes with time depending upon the local ow condition at the aperture and the pressure maintained in the exhaust plenum. The mass ow through the porous wall region is characterized by a sonic ow coef cient using the data of Sloan. 12 The ow coef cient exhibits the behavior of a choked nozzle.
Boundary Conditions
Boundary conditions in the engine domain consist of the exhaustboundaryat the back end. A low-volumeconvergent-divergent passage is appended to simulate the choked turbine diaphragm. A characteristics-based nonre ective boundary is applied in the case of supersonic out ow at the boundary.
Conservative Interface Coupling Technique
The interface between the inlet domain and the engine domain is a critical element of the entire analysis method. Flow information must be able to pass throughthis interfacein both directionsvia wave propagationand convection.The problem is complicated by the fact that the two domains being coupled have inconsistent dimensional properties. The technique used here is to couple the domains by characteristic-basedwave propagation(a feature common to the solution techniques of both domains). The dimensional inconsistency is managed with a conservative ow-averaging procedure.
The schematic of the interface is shown in Fig. 4 . Several cells of the inlet domain coincide along one face with the much larger foremostcell of the engine domain. Three characteristicsare considered: the positive characteristic,the negative characteristic, and the convective or zero characteristic.These characteristicsare assumed to be straight lines in the x-t plane having slopes corresponding to the inverse of their corresponding wave speeds.
A schematic of three typical characterisicsin the x-t plane at the interface is shown in Fig. 5 . The wave speeds¸are a function of the local velocity and acoustic speed:
The Riemann invariants are constant along the characteristic lines:
The procedure is to track the three characteristic lines that intersect at a desired point on the interface at time t C 1t backward in time to their originationpoints at time t . The Riemann invariants are known at these points and are recombined at the interface at time t C 1t to determine the ow state there. This characteristictracing procedure is repeatedfor each cell in the inlet domain lying along the interface.
Interface Flux for the Inlet Domain
Assuming the ow is subsonic,the negative characteristicalways originates from the foremost cell of the engine domain. In general, it does not intersectthe x axis near the cell centroid. Hence, it would be inaccurate to use the cell centroid ow state to form the negative Riemann invariant(J ¡ ). In this case the linear variationof ow properties is employed to get a second-order-accurat e determination of this invariant. Because the engine domain ow is one-dimensional, J ¡ is single valued all along the interface.
Again assuming subsonic ow, the positive characteristic always originates from the cells in the inlet domain. Because the inlet domain cells are an order of magnitude smaller than the engine domain cells, overall accuracy does not suffer by approximating the positive characteristic ow state by the cell centroid values. Unlike the single-valuednegative Riemann invariant, the positive Riemann invariant is unique to each cell in the inlet domain.
The zero or convection characteristic could originate from either the inlet domain or the enginedomain, dependingupon the local ow direction. The local ow direction is determined from the velocity component normal to the interface for each inlet domain cell. The invariant in either case is a statement of constant entropy along the characteristic.
The intersection of the three characteristics at the interface denes the ow state at each face of the inlet domain cells along the boundary:
The radial velocity componentat the interfaceis passivelyconvected from the cell centroid values. The subscript i here denotes the individual cell faces of the inlet domain coinciding with the interface. This completes the necessary information to form the uxes along the interface and integrate the solution in the inlet domain.
Interface Flux for the Engine Domain
The ux for the engine domain cell at the interface must be onedimensional. The ow state to form this ux is determined from an average of the face values just described for the inlet domain. A conservation-averagetechniquehas been selected for this purpose. 13 This technique conserves area, mass ow, stream thrust (integral of momentum and pressure forces), and total energy at the interface and is analogous to inviscid mixing in a constant-area duct. If a nonuniform ow undergoes this idealized process, the fully mixed uniform ow state is the same as the conservation average.
To form the conservationaverage, the following integral relations are formed:
These quantities represent the area, mass, axial stream thrust, and total energyof the ow at the interface.The subscriptavg denotesthe unique combination of subsonic one-dimensional ow conditions that also satisfy the integrals.The momentum and energy associated with the radial velocity component of ow in the inlet domain are neglected in the conservation average. The averaging error is small as long as the radial velocity component is small compared to the axial component. The average values are used to form the ux at the interface for the engine domain cell, which can then be integrated in time.
Steady-State Results
The present application is an axisymmetric mixed compression supersonicinlet connectedto a J85-GE-13 turbojetengine,as shown in Fig. 6 . This con guration, tested extensively by NASA, 1;14¡16 represents the best available experimental information for comparison purposes. Experimental data are available for various dynamic events at supersonic freestream conditions, including inlet unstarts and compressor surges, and their effects on each other. All of the analyses carried out here correspondsto a nominal freestream Mach number of 2.5.
The inlet shown in Fig. 7 is a Mach 2.5 design with the supersonic ow area contracted 40% externally and 60% internally. The centerbody spike has a 12.5-deg half-angle and can translate to provide starting and off-design operation. The internal cowl lip angle is initially 0 deg, which generates a cowl shock and several shock re ections. The inlet has two bleed regions, one on the cowl at the position of the second shock re ection and another one on the centerbody near the geometric throat. The total bleed ow is nominally 3.5% of the captured mass ow at the design condition. The centerbody is supported by three struts, which divide the duct into three equal circumferential segments all of the way to the engine face. An overboard bypass system is used to match inlet and engine mass ow rates. This bypass ow is collected in a plenum just forward of the compressor and exhausted through three valves to the cowl exterior. A secondary bypass is fed from the same plenum and supplies air for engine cooling through a secondary bypass. The engine cooling air is nominally 3% of the captured mass ow.
The axisymmetry includes the surface geometry as well as the out ow boundaries for the bleed and bypass systems. This results in several simpli cations of the actual experimental con guration, which affect the ow solution as follows. First, the centerbody support struts, which represent 11% blockage in the subsonic diffuser, are not modeled. The resultant larger duct cross-section area in the numerical model produces a 12% reduction in the duct Mach num- ber C a) to be slower. Second, the overboard bypass out ow boundary is modeled as a fully circumferentialoutlet, rather than the three discrete valves in the experimental con guration. The porosity of the boundary is adjusted in the analysis to reproduce the experimentally observed bypass ow rate. Furthermore, the average Mach number in the bypass plenum is very low. It responds to incoming disturbances like an enclosed volume of stagnated ow. Therefore, the effect of distributed vs discrete bypass out ow on overall disturbance wave propagation is expected to be negligible.
The enginehas an eight-stageaxial compressorof design pressure ratio 7.0, shown in Fig. 8 . The compressorincorporatesvariableinlet guide vanes and interstagebleed in the third, fourth, and fth stages. The guide vanes and interstage bleed are controlled as a function of the corrected rotor speed. The compressor is driven by a two-stage turbine. The turbine is followed by an afterburner and a convergent nozzle.The J85 designcorrectedair ow is 43.3 lbm/s, and the design corrected rotor speed is 16,700 rpm.
Uncoupled Steady-State Analysis
Steady-state solutions of the inlet domain alone were obtained to investigate grid independence. The inlet domain grid spacing was successively reduced until no signi cant change in the supercritical position of the terminal normal shock. Static wall pressure traces are shown in Fig. 9 for the three grid sizes and compared to the experiment. The 29,544 cell grid shows some improvement in the position of the rst cowl shock re ection on the centerbody at x=R c D 2:9. The second shock re ection on the cowl (x=R c D 3:2) is consistently predicted downstream of the experiment. This is attributed to boundary-layergrowth on the centerbody and cowl upstream of the bleeds, which would de ect the shock waves at larger angles. The location of the bleed regions is evident in the numerical solutions by the dip in wall pressure at x=R c D 3:4 on the centerbody and x=R c D 3:25 on the cowl.
Evaluatingthe results shown in Fig. 9 , the terminalshock position changes most from 7586 cells to 20,584 cells, but little difference is achieved by increasing to 29,544 cells. The 29,544 cell grid is selected for further analysis because the increased computational time associated with the smaller grid cell size was not prohibitive. The calculated position of the terminal normal shock (x=R c D 4:2) is considerably farther downstream of the experimentally observed location (about x=R c D 3:4). This discrepancy is caused by the viscous interactions not included in the inviscid solution. Furthermore, experimental inlet total pressure loss is composed of shock losses and viscous losses. If the calculated total pressure loss is to match the experiment, the terminal shock will be positioned further downstream in an inviscid solution. This increases the shock Mach number and the total pressure loss, which supplants the missing viscous loss.
Inlet performance parameters are listed in Table 1 for the experiment and the three grid sizes. The bypass valves for this case are closed such that there is no ow through the bypass exhaust apertures. The mass ow rates (cowl entrance, bleed, or engine) vary slightly with the grid re nement (4% maximum variation). The effect of the grid on the mass ow was not fully explored. Although this is normally not acceptablefor a steady-stateperformanceanalysis, it was felt to be suf cient to demonstratethe subsequentdynamic analysis capability of the method. The pressure recovery is insensitive to grid re nement (0.4% maximum variation). The calculated total bleed ow rate is considerably less than the experimentally observed value reported to be 2.5-3.5% in several of the NASA references. This difference is caused by the calculated terminal normal shock position. The measured terminal normal shock position is at the location of the centerbody bleed region, such that the local pressure is higher, and therefore the bleed ow rate is higher. The computed engine face mass ow ratio is in good agreement with the experiment. The computed total pressure recovery is slightly higher than the experiment (about 3%).
The computed supercritical shock position will have an impact on the prediction of the dynamic events because these steady-state results are the nominal initial condition. The propagation of disturbance waves is effected by the local velocity and speed of sound. To illustrate this impact, a shock wave is assumed to be traveling upstream in the supersonic portion of the ow. It is further assumed that this shock wave has suf cient strength to stagnate the ow in the duct behind it. This is a good approximation for a compressor surge hammershock. The upstream propagation Mach number M p of this wave is given by
where M is the Mach number of the ow into which the shock is travelling. 7 The upstream propagation speed V p is then
Taking the derivative of Eq. (16) reveals that the shock upstream propagation Mach number is a minimum when M D 1:4907. For the inlet con guration under consideration,the average Mach number in the supersonic diffuser is about 1.5. The temperature is also relatively low in the supersonic diffuser. Hence, the upstream propagation speed is slowest in the supersonic diffuser portion of the inlet. Therefore, it will take longer for a disturbance to propagate from the terminal normal shock position to the cowl lip when the inlet is highly supercritical. This impact is partially offset by the increased upstream propagation speed in the subsonic portion of the duct because the computed Mach number is lower than the experiment (as a result of the exclusion of the centerbody support strut blockage). Steady-state solutions of the engine domain are obtained for a range of mass ow rates and rotor speeds. Figure 10 shows the J85 compressor map comparing the computed performance with that documented by Milner and Wenzel. 17 The model reproduces the constant speed performance lines and stall points with acceptable accuracy. The stall point for the current analysis is considered to be when any one of the stages enters into the stall regime. The current engine model results are found to be identical to the original model of Sugiyama et al.
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Coupled Steady-State Analysis Figure 11 shows the combined grid for the numerical model with the 29,544 cell inlet domain and the one-dimensional cell arrangement for the engine domain. The conditions for the steady-state solution are Mach 2.5, inlet recovery 93%, corrected rotor speed 85%, and compressor pressure ratio 4.2. Mach number and pressure contours are shown in Fig. 12 . Integral and average quantities at the interface are listed in Table 2 . Conservation of mass, axial stream thrust, and total energy are achieved per the conservation average. Also noted is the negligible radial momentum component in the inlet domain. This is the primary reason for the good match in Mach, static pressure, and total pressure across the interface, which is not required by the averaging procedure. Figure 13 shows the proles of the Mach number, total pressure, and velocity components at the interface from the inlet domain solution. The pressures are referencedto freestream total pressure,and the velocity components are referenced to freestream speed of sound. The "maximum minus minimum" variationof each ow parameter is also given.These data are provided to show that the pro les in the inlet solution are not driven to be uniform at the engine face. Rather, the pro les are a Fig. 16 Case 1-pressure traces. result of the local inlet domain characteristics interacting with the average engine domain characteristicper the interfacing procedure. It is not expected that these pro les are comparable to experimental pro les because the inlet ow solution is inviscid.
Coupled Dynamic Analysis
Two cases of coupled dynamic analysis are presented here to demonstrate the dynamic response capability of the method. These events involve large-amplitudedynamic response initiated by either a compressor surge or an inlet unstart. In both cases the effect of the initial disturbance in one component causes the other component to become unstable. The interaction between components is not a small disturbance phenomenon.
The simulated propulsionsystem is the axisymmetricmixed compression supersonic inlet connected to a J85-GE-13 turbojet engine shown in Figs. 6 and 7 . The reference data 1;14¡16 represent the best available experimental information for comparison purposes. All of the analyses carried out here correspond to a nominal freestream Mach number of 2.5. The pressure recording stations in the experimental apparatus are shown in Fig. 14. These will be referred to in the following sections. Case 1 of dynamic simulation is an inlet unstart triggered by reducing the overboard bypass ow. The experimentally observed phenomena occur as follows. The reduction of bypass ow causes the inlet to supply too much corrected mass ow to the engine. The inlet ow adjusts by moving the terminal normal shock toward the throat, which raises the total pressure recovery and lowers the corrected mass ow. However, the shock becomes unstable in the throat and the inlet unstarts. The inlet unstart results in a large drop in total pressureat the engineface, which causesthe instantaneouscompressor pressure ratio to exceed the stall limit. A subsequentcompressor surge develops and propagates forward through the inlet until both the inlet and compressor are evacuated of high-pressure air.
The initial steady-stateoperatingconditionsare listed here: Mach is 2.5; Pt2=Pt0 is 0.93; ! c (% design) is 85; and PR is 4.51. The reduction of overboardbypass ow is accomplishedby parametrically reducing the porosity (area) at the out ow boundary. The reduction of porosity is taken in small steps (a few percent change for each step), and the solution is integrated in time to a steady state after each change. The position of the terminal shock is monitored as it moves upstreamto the throat. The nal step triggers the inlet unstart, and the solution is allowed to proceed without further intervention. This procedure is intended to simulate the experimental procedure, in which the overboard bypass valve was closed in a quasi-steady manner until the unstart occurred.
Density contours of the dynamic simulation at various instances in time are shown in Fig. 15 . Time zero in this gure corresponds to the instant when the nal bypass porosity reduction occurs, with the terminal normal shock in a near critical position. A relatively long period of 10 ms is seen before the terminal shock moves upstream of the throat. After an additional 3.3 ms, this shock is at the cowl station. The next two frames (t D 15.2 ms, 18.1 ms) show the unstart condition with the inlet duct evacuating. This results in total pressure drop at the engine face and instantaneous exceedance of the compressor surge pressure ratio. At 19.5 ms the surge wave is eminating from the compressor. The entire surge wave is evident just aft of the bypass opening at 20.5 ms. The surge wave moves forward of the bypass opening at 21.5 ms, and a pressure pulse is also seen propagating in the bypass plenum. As the surge wave propagates forward in the inlet, it coalesces into a shorter wavelength, t D 24.1 ms. Finally at 30 ms the surge wave is expelledfrom the inlet.
Pressure histories for this simulation are shown in Fig. 16 . These are compared to the experimental data of Choby et al. 1 The data consist of static and total pressures at several stations in the compressor, static pressure at the engine face, and the ratio of cowl static pressure to inlet throat total pressure. (This ratio is used as the primary indicator of inlet unstart in the experiment.) The computed pressure histories are in fair agreement with the experimental data. Because the experiment has an arbitrary start time, the computed results are synchronized with experiment by the condition where the cowl static to throat total pressure ratio ( p1-1/Pt 1-2) rises by 1%. (Note: This should not be confused with time zero for Fig. 3 ). The pressure ratio ( p1-1/Pt 1-2) has a slight increase at time zero (by de nition) as the terminal shock passes forward of station 1-2, which slightly lowers Pt 1-2 in the denominator. The second larger increase is caused by the terminalshockpassingforward of the cowl, which greatly increases p1-1 in the numerator. There is marked difference between the computational and the experimental trace for this parameter (p1-1/Pt1-2), which is attributed to the viscous effects. The measured initial rise is more gradual, which might be caused by pressure feeding forward through the subsonic boundary layer. Also, the measured overall rise is less than the computed values, which again is attributed to viscous interaction not simulated by the inviscid calculation.
The pressure history within the compressor is characterized by a gradual drop in all stages. However, the pressure drops in the forward stages faster than in the aft stages, such that the instantaneous pressure ratio rises above the stall line. A surge is initiated at about 90 ms, with a surge wave forming in the forward compressor stages. The amplitude of the surge wave is attenuated in the aft stages. In general, the computed transient through the compressor has a lag of about 3 ms for the peak of the surge wave, compared to the experiment.
Dynamic Simulation-Case 2
Case 2 of dynamic simulation is a compressor stall forced by reduction of the corrected mass ow. The experimentally observed phenomena occur as follows. Reducing the corrected mass ow at constant rotor speed raises the compressor overall pressure ratio until the stall line is exceeded. The compressor stall results in a strong surge wave, which propagates forward through the inlet duct. The surge wave interacts with the terminal normal shock, which cannot support the instantaneous local pressure rise. The terminal normal shock is driven ahead of the throat to unstart the inlet.
The initial steady-stateoperatingconditionsare listed here: Mach is 2.5; Pt 2=Pt 0 is 0.90; ! c (% design) is 88; and PR is 5.61. The mass ow reductionis accomplishedby decreasingthe enginemodel nozzle area in small steps similar to the procedure just discussed for the bypass area reduction. The area change for each step is on the order of a few percent. This procedure is intended to simulate the experimental procedure in which the primary exhaust of the turbojet was closed in a quasi-steady manner until the compressor stalled.
Density contours of the dynamic simulation at various instances in time are shown in Fig. 17 . Time zero in this gure corresponds to the instant when the nal nozzle closure occurs. The total event occurs in only 17 ms, compared to 30 ms for case 1. At 10 ms the surge wave front is emerging from the compressor face. The surge wave propagates to the terminal normal shock position at 13 ms. The terminal shock is expelled forward to the cowl at 16 ms, and the unstart is complete at 17 ms.
Although it is not evident in the density contour frames, the overboard bypass plenum has signi cant interactionwith the surge wave as is passesby the bypass opening.Part of the surge wave propagates into the plenum, which serves to reduce the magnitude of the portion of the wave continuing forward through the inlet duct. The pressure wave transmitted into the bypass plenum re ects off of the choked out ow boundary and returns to the duct.
The pressure histories for this simulation are shown in Fig. 18 . These are again compared to the experimental data of Choby et al. 1 In this case the data consist of static pressures at various stations throughoutthe inlet duct and at the engine face. The computed pressure histories are in fair agreement with the experimental data. The computed results are synchronized in time with the experiment by equating the instant when the engine face pressure (p2=Pt0) increases by 5% at t D 0:02 ms. The computed time of surge wave peak pressure matches the experiment quite well. As in case 1, the computed pressure trace at station1-3 (the throat station) is compromised by the inviscidcalculation.Again, the measured pressurerises more gradually and has reduced amplitude. This is explained by the difference in the initial terminal shock position between the experiment and the calculation. The experimental initial terminal shock position is forward of station 1-3, such that the surge wave travels in subsonic ow and has not coalesced into a shock. The computational initial terminal shock position is aft of station 1-3, such that the surge wave coalesces with the terminal shock prior to reaching station 1-3. This coalesced shock produces the instantaneous pressure rise as it passes forward of station 1-3 in the computed results.
Conclusions
A new method is developed for coupled inlet-engine dynamic analysis of turbomachinery-based propulsion systems. The primary advancement is the integration of multidimensional computational uid dynamics in the inlet domain with a validatedone-dimensional dynamic engine model in the turbomachinery domain. The combination provideshigher delity geometric simulation of the inlet than previous strictly one-dimensional methods. The method is demonstrated to be capable of simulating large-amplitude, low-frequency disturbances in the form of inlet unstarts and compressor surges. The interfacing procedure using unsteady ow characterisitics and conservationaveraging is shown to be a feasible approach to couple the inlet domain to the engine domain for dynamic analyses.
The method is applied to an axisymmetric mixed compression inlet connected to a turbojet engine. A steady-state solution indicates that excellent conservation of mass, momentum, and energy is achieved with the interfacing procedure. In comparison to the available experimental data for two different dynamic events, reasonable accuracy was obtained. The coupled analysis method exhibits good ability to predict wave propagation through the interface. Unstart waves and surge waves are tracked in time with good accuracy. Some discrepancies in peak amplitude are noted, particularly in the throat region of the inlet. It is considered that these discrepanciesare a result of viscous interactionsnot presently simulated by the inlet domain ow solver, rather than the overall coupled analysis approach.
Anticipated improvements in the method include viscous inlet analysis and more sophisticated turbomachinery models. It is not expected that viscous inlet analysis will improve the wave propagation prediction because this is an inviscid phenomenon. However, the viscous analysis would improve the ability to establish initial conditions and wall pressure response for inlets that have dominant viscous interactions in their throat regions. Incorporation of a compressor model with circumferential and/or radial ow component capability would improve the results of both steady-state and dynamic coupled analysis.
Appendix: Equations of Motion
For the inlet domain the governing conservation equations are applied in cylindrical coordinates to ve-sided nite volumes, as shown in Fig. A1 . The resulting discrete conservation laws are
.½u n V r C P/ i A i C P j 1 A axi (A3)
.¡½u n E t C Pu n / i A i (A4) Note the summation involvesonly three sides of the volume because the axisymmetry eliminates ux terms on the faces parallel to the axis of symmetry. Pressure force terms act radially on these faces via 1 A axi , which is the lateral area change upon which P j . For the engine domain the ow is assumed to be quasi-onedimensional with actuator disk source terms representing the turbomachinery. The direction of ow is assumed parallel to the engine centerline axis and mass averaged at any cross section. Viscous effects in the turbomachinery(frictional losses and ow separation on the blades or casing walls) are taken into account in the stage performance characteristics.A typicalcontrol volume is shown in Fig. A2 . The possibility of containedturbomachinery,bleed mass extraction, and heat addition through burning are shown. The resulting discrete conservation laws are 
where subscripts1 and 2 refer to the front and aft stationsof the stage, respectively. The P j term in the momentum equation accounts for pressure forces on the lateral areas of the control volume acting in the axial direction. The source terms for turbomachineryare F B and W B . The source term for heat addition because of combustionis Q B . Source terms for bleed mass extraction are indicated by the bleed mass ow rate m b . The blade force and work terms for a compressor stage are determined from the momentum and energy equations under the assumption of steady, constant mass ow conditions:
It is assumed that a stage consists of a rotor and stator pair, both contained within a single control volume.
